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Learn German and Russian in no time at all using SlovoEd - German Russian Translation Software. This tool will take you from a complete beginner up to fluent German and
Russian speaker in just a short period of time. Fluency comes from the quality of our powerful translation engine, which uses new technology and techniques, including artificial
intelligence and learning features to work out the meaning of any given word. Our powerful application can be used by absolute beginners, even as an addition to your dictionary
or if you've already studied German and Russian. SlovoEd will also help to pass exams and test you against your new knowledge. SlovoEd is suitable for all levels of German and
Russian speaking from beginner to advanced! In short: if you're ready to advance your study of German or Russian, this is a must-have tool for your arsenal! KEY FEATURES
The translation engine has been enriched with new technology and its vocabulary is constantly being expanded to include more words from the German and Russian languages.

Features: Import from FreeDict dictionary Multiple Language support Simplified and enhanced translation Full-featured dictionary Quizzes Irregular Verb List Bookmarks Popup
translation for dictionaries, websites and others Finds similar words using the "words in context" engine Import from a variety of dictionaries Add translation from websites

Import from Word, Excel, PDF, HTML, EPUB and HTML files Backward translation Multiple Learning Levels Compare multiple languages Use it for Dictionary Learn German
Learn Russian Experiment with Spelling Use as a Dictionary Use with your Dictionary Use with your Dictionary, Dictionary and a website More!! Verify new words Quiz for
every level Show when you've mastered a level Quick Start Personal results "Words in context" Multiple languages Fluency Test Learning level indicator How-to-Use-Menu

Search on 'Words in context' Wildcard Search Support Fully multilanguage: English, German, and Russian. It works on any PC running on Windows 7, 8, 10, or higher. Hundreds
of word lists with unlimited language support. All English words and phrases covered in a German and a Russian phrasebook, you can get the phrases you need now. 3 FreeDict

wordlists: German, English, and English-to-Russian. Staatsworterbuch:
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SlovoEd is a language learning software designed to make German and Russian learning fast and easy. In fact, it has all the features needed to help you learn your new language
quickly. You can learn German, Russian or both at the same time. It's available for Windows and supports Windows 10. NEW! Interactive flashcards to learn and review

vocabulary. NEW! Teach grammar with pop-up explanations in 6 European languages. NEW! Spell checking, color highlighting, online dictionary, phrasebook and more. NEW!
Featured - Interactive game and interactive quizzes, vocabulary games, quizzes, flashcards, spelling games. BETA: not all commands/features implemented. ENGLISH

Vocabulary: Dictionary: Grammar: Interactive flashcards to learn and review vocabulary: Specially designed by teachers, now available to help you learn and review vocabulary:
Pronunciation guide: Pop-up explanations in 6 European languages: Spell checking, color highlighting, online dictionary, phrasebook and more: Featured - Interactive game and

interactive quizzes, vocabulary games, quizzes, flashcards, spelling games: Note: if you are running version 12.x or earlier, you should download the latest version. Learn the most
important and frequent phrases, hear the correct pronunciation, and quickly learn the basic words and grammar. The free downloadable Free version provides several ways to
communicate with the user, and allows tracking of word usage in e-mails, instant messages, text messages, conversations, and more. Note: if you are running version 12.x or

earlier, you should download the latest version. Learn with the Bible or your own text, train your memory with flashcard-style quizzes, learn vocabulary by touch, explore a virtual
world, or practice conversational English, French, German, or Spanish using the free, interactive, text-to-speech interface. If you want to track vocabulary and grammar, you can
create, save, and manage quizzes. Note: if you are running version 12.x or earlier, you should download the latest version. Special features: Bible interface includes the Bible, the
Gospel of John, and 21 books of the Old Testament. Bible interface includes two languages: English and Spanish. Bible interface includes 150 of the most important passages in

the Bible, with topics including 09e8f5149f
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There are many applications on the Internet that help you learn new languages fast. One of them is SlovoEd Classic German-Russian. It's a neat software solution that allows you
to learn German and Russian, use the dictionary, check the irregular verbs list, take quizzes and use the pop-up translation feature. Sleek and intuitive graphical interface The
application doesn't take long to install and it doesn't come with a complicated setup that you would need to complete before you can actually use it. It sports a clean and colorful
graphical interface with a really intuitive layout. SlovoEd Classic German-Russian is a neat software solution that allows you to learn German and Russian, use the dictionary,
check the irregular verbs list, take quizzes and use the pop-up translation feature. Learn new languages easily It allows you to look up all sort of words in the dictionary, see the
word meaning and check the phonetics transcription so you would know how it's pronounced. It comes with a pop-up translation feature that allows you to highlight words in
another program and get the translation, without having to launch SlovoEd. It also comes with a feature that allows you to find words even if you're unsure of their correct spelling.
You can use the wildcard search for adding symbols to words and the table of irregular verbs, which is only available for the German language. More features and tools It comes
with the option to add cards and use bookmarks to help you remember words that are very difficult. It also comes with the option to perform a similar words search and find words
with the same structure. Other than that, it allows you to take quizzes and see how many words you've learned so far. All in all, SlovoEd Classic German-Russian is a neat software
solution that allows you to learn German and Russian, use the dictionary, check the irregular verbs list, take quizzes and use the pop-up translation feature. There are many
applications on the Internet that help you learn new languages fast. One of them is SlovoEd German-Russian. It's a neat software solution that allows you to learn German and
Russian, use the dictionary, check the irregular verbs list, take quizzes and use the pop-up translation feature. Sleek and intuitive graphical interface The application doesn't take
long to install and it doesn't come with a complicated setup that you would need to complete before you can actually use it. It sports a clean

What's New in the SlovoEd Classic German-Russian?

SlovoEd Classic German-Russian is a neat software solution that allows you to learn German and Russian, use the dictionary, check the irregular verbs list, take quizzes and use
the pop-up translation feature. Sleek and intuitive graphical interface The application doesn't take long to install and it doesn't come with a complicated setup that you would need
to complete before you can actually use it. It sports a clean and colorful graphical interface with a really intuitive layout. SlovoEd Classic German-Russian is a neat software
solution that allows you to learn German and Russian, use the dictionary, check the irregular verbs list, take quizzes and use the pop-up translation feature. Learn new languages
easily It allows you to look up all sort of words in the dictionary, see the word meaning and check the phonetics transcription so you would know how it's pronounced. It comes
with a pop-up translation feature that allows you to highlight words in another program and get the translation, without having to launch SlovoEd. It also comes with a feature that
allows you to find words even if you're unsure of their correct spelling. You can use the wildcard search for adding symbols to words and the table of irregular verbs, which is only
available for the German language. More features and tools It comes with the option to add cards and use bookmarks to help you remember words that are very difficult. It also
comes with the option to perform a similar words search and find words with the same structure. Other than that, it allows you to take quizzes and see how many words you've
learned so far. All in all, SlovoEd Classic German-Russian is a neat software solution that allows you to learn German and Russian, use the dictionary, check the irregular verbs
list, take quizzes and use the pop-up translation feature. Learn German fast and easy with this cool virtual tutor. Now you can learn German in a faster, fun, and interactive way by
playing games. It's a German or English dictionary and translation game. Learn the vocabulary of German, while it helps you learn German. Use different games to learn to speak
and understand what you're trying to learn. Languages Dictionary and game that teaches you to speak with fast-paced games and fun quizzes. This French and German dictionary
includes all the common words, spelling, and grammar rules. The 20 games and Quizzes are easy to learn and fun to play. Test your knowledge of
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System Requirements:

- 64-bit Windows 7/Vista/XP/2000 - 2 GB RAM - 1.8 GHz processor - 2.0 GB hard disk space - DirectX 9.0c - Internet Explorer 10.0 or greater Game Features: + Play through
more than 100 challenging levels with many new game features and game modes + Stunning 3D graphics and advanced physics engine. + Collect many power-ups like infinite
jump, bullet time and more! + Solve the puzzles
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